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The restaurant from Newport offers 17 different meals and drinks on the menu at an average price of $7.9. What
Derek Pfannerstill likes about Sumo Sushi:

great restaurant. my family is local to newport and we all love the sushi there, very fresh many different rolls and
authentic Korean food to choose! byob is really nice and since the likörladen behind the restaurant is simple and

so much cheaper than order in drinks in a restaurant! would recommend to any sushi fans! read more. What
Aiyana Spencer doesn't like about Sumo Sushi:

good? not really. I knew it wasn't a Japanese sushi, I should have known better. sometimes they can get good
sushi, even if the boss/owner is not Japanese. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Don't get me wrong, it's not
terrible, it's just not really good. I have seen some reviews where people love this place. cannot really imagine

why it is nothing special, certainly under the average I have sushi for many, many y... read more. In the kitchen of
Sumo Sushi in Newport, original Asian spices tasty traditional dishes are prepared, and it's made with lots of
fresh vegetables, fish and meat, easily digestible Japanese meals prepared. The delicious Sushi such as Maki
and Sashimi however, is the undisputed highlight of this establishment, The inventive fusion of different dishes

with fresh and partially daring products is highly valued by the guests - a good example of Asian Fusion.
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Salad�
HOUSE SALAD $3.0

Sush� Roll�
UNA-Q $7.0

Mai� course�
SUSHI

Sush� Do�
SAKE DON $18.0

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH $5.3

Soup
EGG DROP SOUP

Japanes� specialtie�
MISO SOUP $1.5

Sush� Platter
MORI SUSHI $14.0

Fusio� Sush�
FRESH WATER EEL (UNAGI) $6.0

Sush�
CLAM (HOKKIGAI) $4.0

Drink�
DRINKS

Sunomon� Sala�
TAKO-SU $7.0

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
FISH

SOUP

Ingredient� Use�
SEAFOOD

EGG

AHI TUNA $13.0
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:30 -22:00
Tuesday 16:00 -22:00
Wednesday 11:30 -10:30
Thursday 11:30 -10:30
Friday 11:30 -10:30
Saturday 11:30 -10:30
Sunday 11:30 -22:00
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